Pre-assembled Heating Cable

These pre-assembled self-regulating heating cables are designed for residential and commercial metal and plastic
pipe freeze protection and roof and gutter de-icing applications. These 120 V cables are available in several foot
lengths and each comes assembled with a 30-inchpower cord and plug. These cables are ideal for smaller jobs such
®
as roof and
gutter™de-icing
on porches and overhangs, as well as for pipe freeze protection on pipes up to 2-1/2
Raychem
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diameter.
self-regulating heating cables
are designed for residential and
commercial metal and plastic pipe
freeze protection and roof and gutter
de-icing applications. 120 V Gardian
cables are available in 6, 12, 18, 24,
50, 75 and 100 foot lengths, and each

Pre-assembled Heating Cable Specifications

Ground-Fault Protection
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Pipe Freeze Protection
Use the tables to the right to select the correct
heating cable length. Add 1 foot to the pipe
length for each valve or spigot in the pipe
system.
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Product Selection
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Add 1 foot to the pipe length for each valve or spigot in the pipe system.

Roof and Gutter De-Icing
Use the table to the right to select the length of
cable per foot of roof edge. Multiply by the total
roof edge length and add the total gutter length
and the total downspout length to determine the
correct heating cable length.

Length of Cable Per Foot of Roof Edge (ft)
		
Eave Overhang (in)
Standard Roof (1)
None*
2
12"
2
24"
3
36"
4

Standing Seam Metal Roof: (2)
18” Seam
24” Seam
2.5
2
2.8
2.4
3.6
2.9
4.3
3.6

* Gutter required
(1)

For standard roofs, add 1 foot of heating cable for each foot of gutter and downspout.

(2)

For standing seam roofs, add 1 foot of heating cable for each foot of downspout.

For valleys, run the heating cable two thirds of the way up and down the valley.

